
Chance 
a relationship app for cyclists 



About Chance 

Chance tracks your commute and matches 

you with other bike commuters in your area 



Bikers feel an immediate 

connection to other bikers 

Bikers often have conversations 

with other bike commuters they 

do not know 

Bikers care about their safety 

while riding 

Insights 



Adriana Cortez 
user persona 

About 
‣ She cycles to work everyday  

‣ She often has small conversations with other 

cyclists during her commute 

‣ She is interested in meeting other bike 

enthusiasts in her area 

‣ She is currently single and looking to date 

 

Goals 
‣ Find friends/potential dates in her area 

‣ Be safe while on commute and online 

 

Needs 
‣ An app that allows her to meet other cyclists 

which doesn’t interfere with her commute 



Scenario 1 
Adriana browses through her matches 



Adriana opens the 

app, and after a brief 

splash screen she 

sees a list of potential 

dates.  

Adriana browses through her matches 



She scrolls up and 

down over a few 

profiles until a one 

catches her eye. She 

taps on Thomas’ 

picture. 

Adriana browses through her matches 



She views the map 

that shows the areas 

where they both bike 

during their daily 

rides. 

Adriana browses through her matches 



She then views his full 

profile. He seems 

interesting, so she 

thinks she’ll message 

him. She swipes 

upward to bring up 

the message window. 

Adriana browses through her matches 



She looks at the 

message window and 

types her message. 

Adriana browses through her matches 





Scenario 2 
Adriana gets a message 



Adriana gets a message 

Adriana’s phone 

buzzes with a 

notification from 

Thomas. 



She swipes open the 

notification, launch-

ing the application. It 

takes her directly to 

Thomas’ message. 

Adriana gets a message 



Under the settings 

menu, she has the 

options to delete the 

thread, block Thomas, 

or report Thomas. 

Adriana gets a message 





Dashboard 



Robert Muhr 
Dashboard user persona 

About 
‣ App Analyst for Chance 

 

Goals 
‣ To monitor system to maintain its usefulness 

‣ To track user habits/retention 

‣ To give users pleasant experiences while 

interacting with the app 

 

Needs 
‣ To be able to analyze trends and user statistics 

at a glance 

‣ To be able to diagnose system issues quickly 

and keep the system robust for users 



Dashboard 



Moving Forward 



Thank you 
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